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A strong mission and vision have been
developed for Tennessee School for the Deaf
(which includes all three campuses). The
vision is a long statement, but I would like to
share our mission with you here:

“Empowering students, families,
and stakeholders through education,
advocacy, and community”
That statement has a lot of meaning packed
into a few words. The key word is empowering.
We must ensure that almost every interaction
we have with students has the purpose of
empowering them. Sometimes as educators
we approach relationships as nurturers.
Nurturing is not bad – it absolutely has a
proper place. But when taken to extreme it
becomes enabling – and enabling is never
good. The English Oxford Dictionary defines
empower as, “make someone stronger and
more confident, especially in controlling their
life and claiming their rights.” I think this is
exactly what we want for our students, for
their families, and for our stakeholders – but
especially for our students.

Superintendent Dr. Vicki Kirk
Welcome Back!
In my opening remarks at the beginning of
school, I urged faculty and staff to consider our
“why” in this work. It has been very gratifying for
me to see whole teams on campus grappling
with this question. Having that sense of purpose
makes it possible for us to continue when things
are tough. We find a real sense of pleasure
in the work because we have identified a
larger purpose. I quoted Viktor Frankl on this
topic during my speech, and that quote bears
repeating: “He who has a why to live for can bear
with almost any how.” You will recall that Frankl
was a Holocaust survivor, and as such, he
understood the great power of why.

A proper education should result in a student’s
entering into adulthood as a fully integrated
person with the knowledge, confidence, and
skill necessary to be successful in the way he/
she chooses and in a way that a reasonable
person would recognize as successful.
Characteristics of this success would include
earning a living wage, contributing to family
and community, and having options in life. This
is what we want for every student that passes
through our halls.
The leadership team at TSD is developing a
plan that is intended to result in this outcome.
We are focusing on three things: student
success, staff success, and stewardship. The
table below shows these three items and key
performance indicators for each.
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Student success, staff success, and stewardship.
In coming weeks we will share our strategic plan which
fleshes out these ideas with specific goals and action
steps. We can all be proud of the progress we are already
making, and I predict, with the proper focus, that we will
see great improvements in these outcomes beginning this
year and extending over the next several years. This is very
exciting to me, and I hope it is to you as well. We are on a
journey together – and the destination is success.
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“
						 ”
Empowering
students,
families, and
stakeholders
through
education,
advocacy, and
community
DR. VICKI KIRK

THE COMPREHENSIVE ADULT PROGRAM AND UT GARDENS:
PARTNERSHIPS FOR COMMUNITY BASED INSTRUCTION

By Connie Bucholz-Beahm

Jonathan have helped with many

The mission of TSD’s Comprehensive

skills in the garden which can transfer

Adult Program (C.A.P.) is to

to other settings. This fall, they

provide support and promote the

have been busy harvesting sweet

achievement of our young adults by

potatoes, shucking corn, trimming

creating opportunities for success

plants, transplanting seedlings from

so they can thrive and participate

the greenhouse to the raised beds,

fully in society. The C.A.P. emphasis

planting garlic, mulching garden

is in comprehensive adult transition

paths, and much more! They are

services for young adults who are

careful when using garden tools each

“Simply looking at a plant
Deaf Plus between the ages of 18 to
22. To fulfill this mission, these young has positive benefits to
adults are offered programs, services, emotional well-being and
and resources enabling them to
physical well-being, and
reach their maximum potential and
interacting with the plants
independence in a diverse and ever- has even more benefits,”
changing world. One of the programs

week and take responsibility to clean
up after their work is complete. The
Education Program at UT Gardens
is supported by grants, donations,
and program registration fees. UT
Gardens does not receive any funds
from the state or the university; one

- Derrick Stowell,
UT Gardens Education Director

of their goals is to continue to be

Therapy Education Program at UT

The C.A.P. young adults volunteer

Adult Program is grateful for the

Gardens. “Simply looking at a plant

weekly at UT Gardens, where they

opportunity to continue to work with

we have been fortunate to partner
with has been the Horticulture

self-sustaining. TSD’s Comprehensive

each work side by side with a similar- partners in the community such as
UT Gardens so we can continue to
well-being and physical well-being, aged university student. The UT
provide a wealth of experiences for
and interacting with the plants has students not only model job skills
has positive benefits to emotional

to Derrick Stowell, UT Gardens

related to horticulture, landscaping, our program participants as they
work towards their goals of earning
and plant maintenance, but they

Education Director.

serve as mentors and are excited to Occupational Diplomas.

even more benefits,” according

learn sign language from the C.A.P.
young adults. Chase, Amaryl, and
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HELLO! I’M SHARON BROWN

“It has been an exciting experience, learning
how to operate the replays and either confirm
or overturn the challenges by coaches.
Another chapter in my 47 year volleyball
life as a player and coach!”
Retired teacher and coach Sharon Brown was asked
to serve as a Southeastern Conference (SEC) review
official for all of the University of Tennessee Lady Vols
home SEC matches. Coach Brown stated, “It has been
an exciting experience, learning how to operate the
replays and either confirm or overturn the challenges
by coaches. Another chapter in my 47 year volleyball
life as a player and coach!” TSD’s volleyball season
this year was definitely exciting with Coach Brown
continuing to volunteer her time and assisting on the
sidelines. The Lady Vikings won the Mason-Dixson
tournament and were named Co-National Champions.

“Thank you for continuing to invest
in our students, Coach Brown!”

TSDN
CHRISTMAS IN NASHVILLE

Santa Claus came to visit TSDN!
He normally can be spotted at the Opryland Hotel during

The following week, members of the Deaf community

the holiday season, but he took a detour to visit with

joined the students for storytelling. Sylvya Boyd began

our little friends on Stewarts Ferry Pike. His sleigh was

the event with an ASL story. The crowd moved to the

disguised as a red Mustang convertible, and Mrs. Claus

kitchen for cookie decorating and then back to the library

was with him incognito, but the students recognized

where Aric and Allison Randolph read an interactive story

them as jolly-ole-elves just the same. Those who knew

with the children where they pushed a button to watch

him signed “Santa,” and the others learned what his

the monster turn into candy cane stripes, decorated a

name was very quickly. They sat at his feet for only a

tree and had snow falling on them. The students and

moment for they were intrigued by his large belt buckle

families laughed together with potential families who

and fluffy white beard. He passed out gifts from the

came for the festivities.

Brentwood Baptist Deaf Church which included cooking
supplies for the students’ favorite Friday activity- making

The day ended with special gifts from a TSB employee

cookies. Included in the cooking supplies were pans,

who wanted to make sure that the TSDN students had a

bowls, sprinkles, and cookie cutters which the kids used

good first Christmas in their new home on Stewarts Ferry

to cut shapes out of their dough. The cooking on Fridays

Pike. Their packages were filled with books, toys, and elf

encourages the children to increase their vocabulary as

hats.

well as their cooking skills.

A special thank you to David Ogle for all of his help in
making a fun, family event for the TSDN family and for
the TSB friends who made this a Christmas to remember!

PTCA Pancake and Sausage Breakfast
On December 14th, Tennessee School for
the Deaf, Knoxville hosted their annual
PTCA Pancake and Sausage Breakfast.
This event brings students, teachers, members of
the community and other stakeholders together to
celebrate the holidays. In addition to the delicious
breakfast, TSD hosted a White Elephant sale,
door prizes, and a silent auction. Many staff and
students worked together to make it all a success.
Everyone has a different task that contributes to
this event. Some gather donations for door prizes
and our silent auction. This year, TSD added a
new Culinary Arts class that contributed a large
amount of homemade goodies. This event is
something that allows everyone to come together
and enjoy a special tradition.
The Parent Teacher Council Association uses the
proceeds from this event to fund extracurricular
activities that benefit all of the students at TSD.
The annual breakfast has been hosted for nearly
60 years and is one of TSD’s most successful
fundraisers every year. Families make this event
an annual tradition and look forward to coming
every year. This year, two news stations were in
attendance, bringing awareness to Tennessee
School for the Deaf and its wonderful student
body. In addition to the news, Knox County Mayor
Glenn Jacobs and Senator Becky Massey were in
attendance.
We are thankful for everyone who attended, met
and ate with TSD’s students and staff, and showed
their support. We hope this is an event we can
continue to host for many years to come!
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Deaf Dads and Dads of Deaf
BY DAVID OGLE
My dad has taught me a lot. From changing brake pads
to cutting down brush, we have worked hard together
my whole life. I often call him on my way to places just to
catch up or ask advice about something. I know he will talk
with me when I call. Father-child relationships are some
of the most crucial relationships we can have in this world.
I want this type of communication with all of my children.
That’s where the idea of 4D originated.

4D means “Deaf Dads and Dads of Deaf”. It is a place
for hearing dads with deaf/ hard of hearing children can
come and glean insight from deaf dads and vice versa. Our
first meeting at Honeybee Coffee in South Knoxville went
very well! We had about 15 dads in attendance. We had a
few raffle prizes and a guest speaker, Barry Swafford. Barry
shared the vision for the dads to grow together to become
a bridge for our hearing and deaf children into each other’s
worlds. It was a great time getting to know the dads in
Knoxville community.

“Father-child relationships are some of
the most crucial relationships we can
have in this world.”
4D meetings are going to be quarterly, with the next
meeting planned for early spring. This event is not only
for Tennessee Schools for the Deaf, but for the whole
community. If you are a deaf dad or dad of deaf, then you
are welcome to come! The next meeting will have some
mingle time, then we will break into groups to discuss
“dad stuff” in hopes to support each other in the important
journey of fatherhood. Ultimately the goal is to become
better dads so that our children can flourish in their
lifetime.

If you would like more information about 4D then please
contact me, David Ogle. My email is d.ogle@tsdeaf.org
and my cell is 865.469.9283.
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The Culinary Arts Program
BY JOSLYN JOHNSON

“This year TSD entered two competitions at the
Tennessee Valley Fair and placed in both of them!”

Cake: The STEP (Student Transition Education Program)
students, Alexis Montgomery, Jacinda Steakley, and Shannon
Murray placed second in the Skills USA “Champions at Work”.
Table setting: TSD earned first place in the Skills USA
“Commercial Table Setting” by the Culinary Arts Class I and
Culinary Explorer class.

The Culinary Arts program is flourishing under
the care of Ms. Joslyn Johnson and her students.
Each week, they offer the staff across campus a
delicious multi-course meal for $5.
It has been wonderful to see so many teachers
and staff members come eat a delicious meal
while supporting TSD’s students. Staff are sent a
menu for the week and are asked to RSVP, which
lets the students know how much they should
prepare during class. The students seem to be
especially proud of their artistry with desserts.

Martha Gibson takes a moment to pause and

show off her culinary arts skills in both cooking
pancakes and making them look appealing.
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Woodshop
BY DANIEL JERROLDS

“We entered it in a competition at the Tennessee
Valley Fair and won 2nd place!”
Last year, my Wood Shop class constructed a

sawn Oak lumber, which came from the cottages

Butcher Block Island. We entered it in a competition

right here on TSD’s campus, which were constructed

at the Tennessee Valley Fair and won 2nd place! A lot

in the late 80’s. It’s a nice piece of history for our

of the info is in the description picture attached, but

school and we were lucky enough to showcase both

the majority of the project was fabricated from rough

the material and the students’ skills!
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Tijmen Meijer

Storyteller Comes to Visit
On October 24, 2018, the students of the Tennessee

BY ANNI HOLLENBECK

School for the Deaf in Nashville (TSDN) welcomed a
special guest who read books with them in the new

Tijmen Meijer, 19 years old, is a World-Wide

library. Mike Helms, Vice President of Adult Education

Opportunities on Organic Farms volunteer participant.

and Community Outreach for Bridges, is a member of

Those that participate in this organization are

the Deaf community and the father of a Deaf child.

endearingly called WWOOFers. He has participated with
WWOOF several times in the States, three of them being
in East TN. WWOOFers do whatever is needed on the
farm where they are stationed, from daily feeding and
setting up paddocks to castrating lambs and processing
chickens. Meijer came and spoke to the students about
his homeland, the Netherlands, prior to heading home
for college. He was raised in one of the larger cities in

Helms used picture cards of animals to teach
vocabulary and used Dr. Seuss books to teach
the children about books with paper compared to
cardboard books. They identified animals in books
with vocabulary that Helms had taught. Each chose
a book and “read” with Helms. They were engaged,
entertained, and educated.

the Netherlands, yet he has taken an interest in learning

Helms is a renowned storyteller in the Nashville area

how to live off the land and be a self-sustaining farmer.

and showed deft skill at working with preschoolers

The students were fascinated to learn of similarities and

with emerging language. For a few of the children,

differences and asked great questions.

Helms was the first Deaf man they had ever met. In
that way Helms was more than a storyteller; he was
also a role model.
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Class Activities

While studying about ancient civilizations, Kassidy Wright and Tierra Smith made handwoven baskets as an
enrichment activity. Tristen Davidson, Kassidy Wright, Tierra Smith and Jazanay Tate attempted to create authentic
mud bricks using an ice cube tray. While the bricks did not turn out as good as Mesopotamia or Ancient Egypt, it
was sure fun trying! #handsonlearning

Tristen Davidson and other
Ancient History students paint
mock replicas of the famous
Terra Cotta soldiers after
studying about Ancient China.
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Drama Club
BY LINDSAY CANNON & ASHLEY PAUL

The Drama Club is a new and exciting addition

Your Own Magic: A Cinderella Story” in May of

to the extra-curricular activities offered at

2018. As the club has expanded, we now have

Tennessee School for the Deaf. The club was

a group of Actors and a Set Design Team so

established in 2017 by Ashley Paul, Lindsay

students can learn all aspects of theater.

Cannon, and former teacher Katherine Canfield

This year, the club is preparing for two

to improve and support literacy, communication,

performances. On Thursday, December 20 at 2:00

and social skills while fostering a passion for

p.m. in the Ward Building Auditorium, the club

performing and having fun. It started out with

performed “The Deaf Express” (an adaptation

nine members and has grown to twenty-seven

of “The Polar Express”). We welcome the entire

within the first year! Due to the growing numbers,

campus and the public. We are also looking

teachers Rachel Smith and Meme Kerr have

forward to our spring musical “The Lion King” at

volunteered to assist the Drama Club team.

the end of April or beginning of May 2019.

Last December, students performed “How the

The Drama Club Sponsors are so thankful for the

Grinch Stole Christmas” for TSD’s Elementary

opportunity to provide our students with a way to

Department, then performed a musical “Make

express themselves through an artistic avenue!
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Elementary Cottage 302
BY SHARON PARKER

Cottage 302 attended the Elementary Open
House. Lorenzen Shaw and Ty Howard paused to
show off their hard work.
Jaleb Collins loved spending the night for the
first time in cottage 302!
Lil’Zenda Sweeney has settled in to a routine and
can be seen eating breakfast at the dining hall.
We think he’s enjoying himself! What about you?
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Jersey

Name

Grade

Volleyball

1

Tierra Smith

10

2

Madison Beard

9

3

Martinna Holloway

9

4

Lealey Andrade

10

5

Becky Escamilla

10

7

Jesse Carico

12

8

Haliey Robinson

12

9

MarCreshia Phillips

12

School for the Deaf, the Atlanta Area School for

10

Karly Bott

12

the Deaf, the Georgia School for the Deaf, and the

11

Wilma Robinson

12

Michigan School for the Deaf. There were also three

12

Kaeley Day

11

All-Tournament players: MarCreshia Phillips, Haliey

13

Hannah Sheets

8

Robinson, and Wilma Robinson! #GoLadyVikings
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Ashley Carico

11

BY LUKE BENSON, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

TSD Volleyball won the 2nd Annual KSD Pre-season
Spike-Out Championship! They beat the Kentucky
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Community Service

TSD’s volleyball team and Coalfield High School
players gather together in friendship and to hold a
post-game cheer.

When Athletic Director, Luke Benson, started his
tenure in 2012, he began requiring teams to complete
a community service project each season. This has
become a highlight for all the teams. For the past two
years, the Varsity Volleyball team has been going to
serve at a local elementary school, Ritta Elementary.
The Physical Education teacher at Ritta, Ryan Ibbotson,
used to live in Washington, D.C. and developed a
partnership with Gallaudet University. Gallaudet student
athletes would go to his public school and teach various
skill sets to the hearing students. Additionally, the
hearing students would have an opportunity to learn
more about Deaf culture and American Sign Language

Lady Vikings gearing up for their game.

(ASL). The Gallaudet students would benefit from
these interactions with students due to their majors in
a sports or education related field. After Mr. Ibbotson
moved to Knoxville and found out that TSD was here,
he reached out to our elementary PE teacher, Jeanne
Fair. They established a similar relationship as the one
at Gallaudet. The Varsity Volleyball players always look
forward to going to Ritta Elementary and teaching
the students. It is definitely an event that both schools
anticipate each year.

Volleyball audience members, Kassidy Wright and
Alanna Parr, get up and dance during a time out.
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Jersey

Name

Grade

1

Malcolm Williamson

10

2

Ri Carlyon

10

5

Latreavous Nolen

11

9

D.J. Cross

9

10

Jerry Williams

10

14

Adrian Montoya

9

19

Cameron Boyd

10

27

Jeremiah Staggs

12

28

Jalen Harris

11

53

Shawn Mould

10

67

Tristen Davidson

11

98

Alex Toral

9

99

Matthew Neely

12

Football
BY FOOTBALL COACH JORDAN COOPER

On Wednesday, September 5, The TSD football team
started a new tradition! Each player was given the task
of picking a teacher to wear their jersey during school
the following day. At first, the players were apprehensive
and did not know how to pick a teacher. But, as the
“picking” process began, players started to race around
the school to get to their favorite teacher before another
player could take them. The response from the teachers
was amazing. They were all honored to wear one of their
student’s jerseys. This tradition will occur every week
that we have a game. Players are already talking about
who they will pick for next week!
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ALUMNI
Coach Jordan Cooper and REC specialist, Bill Osborne, drove
four hours to see alumnae Rashard Witherspoon play for the
Gallaudet Bisons at a game in South Carolina. We love seeing
our alumni succeed! We’re proud of you, Rashard!
If you know an alumni succeeding, please send a 300-word
or less blurb on how they are succeeding as a Deaf adult and
include pictures. All material received becomes property of
TSD. Email it to: newsletter@tsdeaf.org

Cross-Country
Senior Haliey Robinson participated in
cross-country this year for the first time.
She signed up for six races and has
continued to improve her time at each
event! This is a great accomplishment
considering she is juggling volleyball
and cross-country. Haliey took on a
large challenge and has surpassed it!
We are proud of you and all of your
hard work, Haliey! #ProudToBeTSD
#PurpleHeart

A huge shout out to coach Bri Scott
for assisting Haliey, running alongside
her during training, supporting her, and
taking her to the meets.

Haliey Robinson finishes 6th (26:20)

Girls’ track coaches (L to R), Emma

overall in the Greene County Cross

Nower and Bri Scott, attend and

Country Championship and making

support Haliey’s meet at Melton

the All-County Cross Country Team!

Dam Invitational.

Coach Scott caught a great shot of
Haliey running at 6:30am. #WeAreTSD

#GoHaliey #GoLadyVikings
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EXCITING PROJECTS ON THE HORIZON
As people are settling into the new high school and dining hall, campus improvements keep coming. Within
the near future, TSD can expect doors on the classrooms in Elementary and a new roof over the preschool and
multipurpose room. We are currently in the design phase of the new residential facility project with a planned
start in the summer of 2019. The Akin Health and PE building will be getting a pool renovation that will include air
conditioning, code upgrades, and updated finishes. The design teams for these projects are working closely with
TSD staff to get input on how to best serve the needs of our students.

A Season of Change
“A Season of Change” was the theme for the Open

Mallory Ferguson; Administrative Assistant, Poppy

House at the Tennessee School for the Deaf in Nashville

Steele; 0-5 Parent Outreach Coordinator, Tracy Duncan;

(TSDN) on October 26. It was the first time the Deaf

and ASL Specialist, Trina Cartwright.

community and other stakeholders had an opportunity

Visitors included members of the Deaf community, local

to see the facility and meet the staff of the new school.
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